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ABSTRACT. The laboratory stick-slip process, forced by a weak periodical mechanical vibration, is a
small-scale model of the triggering/synchronization of the large-scale mechanical instabilities
(earthquakes). The natural stick-slip can be considered as a relaxation process, which manifests a quasi-
periodic sequence of slow (stick phase, when the stress is accumulating) and fast (stress-drops or slip
events) phases. The stick-slip process is non-linear and thus, it is highly sensitive even to a weak
external forcing. In the paper we studied the effect of weak mechanical periodic forcing on the phase
synchronization of the slip occurrence: in this way we try to study laboratory model of seismic activity
synchronization by Earth tides. We studied the dependence of a number of forcing oscillations and
waiting times between successive slips on the forcing frequency. The experiments show that forced
stick-slip waiting times are minimal at forcing frequencies, corresponding to the minimum of
synchronization area (so-called Arnold’s tongue minimum) in the phase plot of forcing intensity versus
forcing frequency.  The present results evidence that the natural waiting time 0T  for recurrence of slips
in a given system decreases significantly under periodic mechanical forcing in the 30-40 Hz range.
Possibly, in this way we can find the optimal frequency for sick-slip stabilization and consequently,
minimization of friction, which is an important problem in tribology. © 2017 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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The natural stick-slip can be considered as a re-
laxation process, which manifests a quasi-periodic
sequence of slow (stick phase, when the stress is
accumulating) and fast (stress-drops or slip events)
phases. This process actually corresponds to an au-
tonomous oscillator with a natural frequency 0 . Ex-

posure of such autonomous oscillator to a weak forc-

ing of frequency   and intensity I changes its natu-

ral frequency 0  to some different value  [1]. Cor-

responding definitions in terms of periods are: natu-
ral period - 0T ; forcing period - T; observed period

after application of forcing -  obsT . The difference

0( )   is called detuning. On the plot of I versus
 , the so called Arnold’s plot [2], the detuning is
minimal at the point, where the forcing frequency is
close to the natural frequency of oscillator; as the
detuning increases, you need stronger forcing and
at very large detuning synchronization becomes im-
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possible. There are several kinds of synchronization

between oscillating system with natural frequency

0  and forcing of frequency . We are looking for

the phase synchronization (PS) when amplitudes are

irregular and uncorrelated, but the frequencies and

 are adjusted. There is a regular phase shift be-

tween  and . As a rule, at mechanical forcing we

observed high-order phase synchronization (HOS),

when slips occur after m forcing periods, as in Fig.1

[3-5]. High-order synchronization means that the forc-

ing () and observed () frequencies in the system

are related to each other by the relation n m    [1].

Experimental Setup

Experimental set up represents a system of two plates

of roughly finished basalt (with average height of

surface asperities of 0.1–0.2 mm). A constant drag-
ging force of order of 10N was applied to the upper

(sliding) plate weighing 0.7 kg; in addition, the sys-

tem was subjected to periodic mechanical

perturbations with variable amplitude and frequency.

The mechanical forcing was much weaker (of order

of 10-3- 10-4 N) compared to the driving (spring) force

(of the order of 10 N). Slip events were recorded as

acoustic emission bursts. Acoustic emission wave-

forms as well as the sinusoidal mechanical forcing

signal were digitized at 48 kHz. Details of the setup

and technique are given in [6,7]. Experiments were

carried out at an ambient air humidity 20-40%.

Methodology/Theory

There are many papers devoted to the problem of a

forced stick-slip [8-14]. In some of them it was found

that the higher is the forcing frequency the larger is

the number of oscillation periods before the induced

slip; in other words, the lower is forcing frequency,

the less number of periods is needed to initiate slip

(Fig. 1).

In the present paper we try to find systematically,

if really more oscillations are needed to induce slip at

a higher forcing frequencies and if so, does this mean

that more time is needed to initiate slip at high forc-

ing frequencies. Besides, we try to establish, if there

is an optimal forcing frequency and intensity for a

phase synchronization [1,15,16] of mechanical insta-

bilities, which can affect (shorten of increase) the

natural waiting time (or natural period) 0T between

consecutive slips during stick-slip motion.  For this,

we counted the number of periods between consecu-

tive slips as well as the waiting times at various in-

tensity and frequency of forcing.

Results and Discussion

The experiments were carried out on horizontal

spring-slider model for forcing frequencies in the

range 10-120 Hz and three various intensities, corre-

sponding to the input voltage on mechanical vibra-

tor 0.5V, 1.0V and 3.0V. We looked for the connection

of the slips in the stick-slip motion with the periodic

mechanical forcing signal. We counted the number

of periods m between onsets of successive acoustic

emission bursts (slips) at various forcing frequen-

cies  and find that m increases systematically with

the increase of  at all intensities (Fig. 2 a, b, c) with

a small kink at 30-40 Hz, which will be discussed later

on. We will define the winding ratio as a number of

forcing periods during one period of autonomous

oscillator W=1 : m, where m in general can be equal,

larger or less than 1 (W=1 corresponds to 1:1 syn-

chronization).  Fig. 2 shows that one acoustic pulse

Fig. 1. The number of periods n between successive slips at
two frequencies: (upper plot) for forcing frequency 10
Hz and intensity 0.5V, n=44; (lower plot) the same for
120 Hz and 0.5V, n=310.
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is generated after each (approximately) 44 forcing

periods at forcing frequency 10 Hz, accordingly,

1: 44 0.023W   . At forcing frequency 120 Hz one

acoustic pulse is generated after each (approximately)

310 forcing periods, so the 1: 310 0.0032W   .

The W decreases at high frequency of forcing.

The low values of winding number, obtained in

our experiments, should be characteristic of the forc-

ing frequency range, used in our experiments. Accord-

ing to [17], forced stick-slip regime changes radically

at low frequencies: at forcing frequency 0.14  Hz

during one forcing period occur 6 slips, so the wind-

ing number is larger than 1, namely, at 0.14   Hz

the W value is 1:0.17= 5. 88, but at forcing frequency

0.01   Hz during one forcing period 12 slips occur

and 1: (1/12) 1: 0.08 12.5W    . Taking into ac-

count the data of Savage (2007), the transition from

1W   to 1W   regime should take place at a forc-

ing frequency 0.1 Hz.

It is interesting to note that the periodic electric

forcing, applied to the identical spring-slider system

(basalt blocks), also invokes HOS with a winding

ratio depending on the forcing stile: W varies from 1:1

synchronization (W=1) to a HOS with W>1 at low

frequencies of forcing [3, 4, 7].

We also tried to find, if the change of W means

that the waiting time t between the onsets of slip also

vary. On the Fig. 3 (a, b, c) we plot the waiting times

between slip onsets, corresponding to the experi-

mental conditions of Fig. 2 (a, b, c). It is evident that

the waiting time t between successive slips is almost

constant (3-4 sec) at all forcing frequencies and

intensities, except a repetitive drop to 1.5-2 sec at

frequencies 30-40 Hz. The dominant waiting times

3 4t    sec are evidently connected with a natural

period of non-forced (and accordingly, non-synchro-

nized) stick-slip.

We conclude that despite strong increase of os-

cillation number n between slip onsets with rising

forcing frequency, the waiting times between recur-

rent slips do not change significantly in the wide

range of forcing frequencies. Exactly, forcing changes

the natural period 0T  of the stick-slip to 0obsT T

only in a narrow frequency range 20-40 Hz, where the

forcing results in a strong drop of the waiting times.

The systematic drop of the waiting times t at forcing

frequencies 20-40 Hz (or in other words, acceleration

of the slip occurrence), can be explained by the exist-

ence of the so called Arnold’s tongue in the phase
space plot of synchronization strength at various

frequencies and intensities of forcing [18]. The

Arnold’s tongue delineates synchronization area on
the phase plot of forcing intensity I versus forcing

frequency  and has a reverse bell-plot form with a

minimum at the optimal I and . At this point, the

detuning 0( )  is minimal, i.e. forcing frequency

is close to the natural frequency of oscillator, which

causes shortening of observed waiting times from

0 3 4T    sec to 1.5 2obsT   sec.  Indeed, in stick-

slip experiments, carried out in identical conditions

Fig. 2. The number of periods n between onsets of
successive acoustic emission bursts (slips) versus
forcing frequencies (Hz) at the input voltage on the
vibrator 0.5V (line with black dots), 1.0V (line with
white squares), 3.0V (line with white dots).

Fig. 3. The waiting time t (sec) between the onsets of slip
versus forcing frequency (Hz) at the input voltage on
the vibrator 0.5V (line with black dots), 1.0V (line
with white dots), 3.0V (line with white squares).
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with the present research [18],  it is shown that the

lowest forcing intensity for synchronization onset

corresponds to 30-40 Hz, which means that in given

conditions the friction resistance is minimal. The

present results evidence that besides minimization

of forcing intensity at the Arnold’s tongue minimum,

the natural waiting time 0T  for recurrence of slips in a

given system also decreases significantly in the 30-

40 Hz range at any used intensity of forcing, (i.e. in

the synchronization area). In other words, only due

to the phase synchronization, very weak external forc-

ing can significantly affect (shorten) waiting times of

recurrent slips in a spring-slider system, which is

driven by a much stronger force.  That points to pos-

sibility of optimal forcing frequency detection, which

can be interesting for applied tribology problems,

namely, for friction resistance reduction/stabilization

during stick-slip motion [19]. Besides, the study is

informative for the earth sciences, namely, for a re-

search of earthquake triggering/synchronization by

weak natural (tides, seasonal forces, teleseismic

waves from remote strong earthquakes) or manmade

forcing (reservoir load-unload).

Conclusions

The experiments on the stick-slip under by weak peri-

odic mechanical forcing were carried out on a nonlinear

system (horizontal spring-slider model) for forcing fre-

quencies in the range of 10-120 Hz and various forcing

intensities. We found that the mechanical forcing in

the mentioned frequency range, as a rule, evoked a

winding ratio W<1. The present results evidence that

the natural waiting time 0T  for recurrence of slips in a

given system decreases significantly under periodic

mechanical forcing in the 30-40 Hz range, i.e. in the

maximal phase synchronization area (at the Arnold’s
tongue minimum). The low values of winding number,

obtained in our experiments (W from 0.023 to 0.0032)

should be characteristic of the used frequency range.

According to other authors’ data forced stick-slip re-
gime changes radically at low frequencies of the order

of 0.01 Hz, where the winding ratio increases and be-

comes larger than 1. Transition from W<1 to W>1

should take place at 0.1 Hz.
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perioduli susti meqanikuri zemoqmedebiT gamowveuli stiq-slipis (dayovneba-
dacurebis) procesi warmoadgens didmasStabian meqanikuri aramdgradobebis (miwisZvrebis)
trigirirebisa/sinqronizaciis models. bunebrivi stiq-slipi SeiZleba ganvixiloT rogorc
relaqsaciis procesi, romelic neli (stiq-faza, daZabulobis dagroveba) da swrafi
(daZabulobis ganmuxtva an slip-movlena) fazebis  kvaziperiodul Tanmimdevrobas avlens.

stiq-slipi arawrfivi procesia da sust gareSe zemoqmedebebis mimarT Zalze mgrZno-
biarea. naSromSi SeviswavleT xaxunis dros susti meqanikuri perioduli zemoqmedebis
(forsingis) gamo warmoqmnili fazuri sinqronizaciis efeqti. aseTi midgomiT Cven vecadeT
Segveswavla dedamiwis mimoqcevebiT gamowveuli seismuri aqtivobis sinqronizaciis efeqti
laboratorul modelze. Cven SeviswavleT forsingis oscilaciebis ricxvis da dacure-
bebs Soris molodinis droebis damokidebuleba forsingis sixSireze. Catarebuli eqspe-
rimentebidan Cans, rom stiq-slip procesis molodinis droebi minimaluria modebuli
forsingis im sixSireze, romelic sixSiris da intensivobis fazur diagramaze Seesabameba
sinqronizaciis ares (e.w. arnoldis enis minimums). warmodgenili Sedegebi adastureben,
rom mocemul sistemaSi 30-40 hc periodiuli meqanikuri  zemoqmedeba mniSvnelovnad

amcirebs dacurebis bunebrivi molodinis dros 0T . am gziT Cven SegviZlia avarCioT
optimaluri sixSire stiq-slip procesis stabilizaciisaTvis da Sesabamisad xaxunis
SemcirebisaTvis, rac tribologiis mniSvnelovan problemas warmoadgens.
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